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#
o theorem from Weds:

Let a,b, c t 7.

Suppose a and
b are not

both zero.

Letd
=gcd(a,b).

①(8) Suppose there existx,yE&

where ax
+by =c

The goal will be toshow that dic.

Since d=gcd(a,
b) we know

bla and dlb.

Thus, a =dk and b =dkwhere k,k'e
.

Hence,
c =ax

+by

=dkx +dky
=d[kx +ky]
-

this is an integer
because R, x, k',y tR

&

·

d/



(3) Now assume dlc.

Our goal is tofind x,y=[

where ax+ by =c,

Since dlc we know c=dqwhere
q=I
-

We know there existx0,3.t

where d =axo+ by. (then in class)

Multiply by 9toget

dq =a(qxo) +b(730)
en

L

Thus,
c
=ax +by

where x
=

q Xo and y
=9%0.

⑱



② Suppose ax+by =c
has

integer solutions
and Xo,Y.ER

is a particular solution.

Thatis, axotbyo-C.

Our goal is toshow that

all the
solutions are of

the form

x
=xo - t(-)

y
=y. +A() 3(*)

where t ->
2.

Firstlet's check that
(A)

gives a
solution toaxtby

=c

by plugging
itin tothe left

side.



We have that

a))+b(30 +t2)
en

X I

=

ax. - +by+

=
ax+by particular

solution
-

- C

Butwhy does (Al give

us all the
solutions E

We are assumingy=c.

Suppose X,yEI is
another

solution, thatis =C.



Subtracting these two equations

gives

a(X - xo) +b(y - y) =0

Dividing by a gives

- (x - x.) +(y - y) =0
W W

I -

becausedla and alb

Thus,
-(x - x)

=(y -y)

Multiplying by-1 gives



x)=I(y -30)(**)

(A) tells us thatI)I(y-yo)
We know from a previous theorem

thatgad(II)=1.

Thus, from another previous theorem,

Since gcd(**)=1 and I (y-y0)

we know thatIly-yo).

Hence, thus, erge
there exists

AER where y-y.
=A(5).



So, y
=

y. +t(2)-
Plug y-yo=A(E)

into(**)

togetthat

I(X - x) =(t(2))
-

Thus,
x- x

=t()

Hence,

t



Thus, every solution toax+by =c

is ofthe form (I.

③ Follows from 0 and

III



Ex: (HW 2 #4(f)

Solve(=22

Whatis ycd(39, 17)

39 =2:17
+5

17 =3.5 +2 gcd(39,17) =1WW5 =

2.2 +0⑮

2 = 2.1
+0

Since gcd(39,17) =1 divides 22

there mustexistinteger solutions

to39x +17y
=22



Let's find a particular solution.

Solve the first3 equations
above for the remainders.

5 =1039 - 2017W2 =1017 - 3.51 =1.5-2.2 there
So171

1 =15 - 2.

=1. (1,2-2.() - 2. (1.7- 3.5)
=1-4 +6.



=1- 4. +6.(1.34-2.)
=75 - 16.

is

(17-161=1
multiply by 22 toget

+17(352)
=22

- 16.22

Thus a particular solution
to

39x +17y =22



isy.= - 352

Thus, every solution to

39x +17y =22
*ax+by =c

d =1[c =22is of the form a
=39
b =17

x
=154 - t(*) =154 - 17t
-
Xo - t(I)

y
=

- 352 +t(3)
=

- 352 +39t

-
Yot t(a)



Plug in differentAsuch

as A
=0, 1, -1,2,-2, ...

toyetcome solution?


